Abstract-In this work, an electricity zone with 100% renewables is simulated to determine the optimal sizing of generation and storage capacities in such a zone. Using actual wind output data, the model evaluates the economic viability of a power-to-fuel storage technology that combines water electrolysis, CO 2 capture and methanol synthesis. The main advantage of using methanol as an energy carrier is that liquid fuels are suitable for (long-term) energy storage thanks to their high energy density. The levelized electricity cost projection by 2050 equals 83.4 €/MWh in the base case configuration. The effects of storage round-trip efficiency and the storage unit lifetime are quantified and their impacts on the electricity cost discussed. Additional benefits of using methanol as a fuel substitute may be taken into account in further work.
INTRODUCTION
Although the capacity of renewable sources has considerably increased in recent years in Europe, it remains far below the levels required to achieve the European Commission goals of 96-99% electricity decarbonisation by 2050 [1] . Besides hydroelectric power, wind and solar power are the main low-carbon and renewable sources that may be deployed at large-scale in European electricity markets. However, their integration into the electricity grid is complicated by the time-varying nature of these resources (hence the name "variable renewables") which does not match well with the low flexibility of most conventional power generators. Different solutions may be proposed to ensure that the generated electricity, at any point in time, equals the consumed electricity for a given electricity zone when the share of variable renewables increases. First, industrial or domestic demand-response schemes may be encouraged to increase the flexibility of demand (e.g. [2] - [3] ). Second, the variability on the supply side may be addressed by improving power grid interconnections and extending the infrastructure towards a global grid [4] . Finally, both the demand and the supply can be regulated if efficient means to store and release electrical energy are developed. However, the advantages of electricity storage are difficult to quantify. From the case of Denmark and Germany, it seems that a better interconnection of the electricity zones is more economically attractive than storage in a first step [5] . However, as the integration of variable renewables keeps increasing, grid interconnection is not sufficient and energy storage becomes necessary.
The benefits of storage are numerous, ranging from arbitrage possibilities on the energy market to ancillary services such as balancing capabilities, contingency reserves or black start capabilities. In the case of a flexible storage technology that may address both energy arbitrage and reserves requirements, the benefit for installed storage capacity was estimated as 128 $/kW-year [6] . Considering a world in which 100% of electricity is generated by renewables with the help of storage, an average electricity cost of 142 €/MWh was calculated based on state-of-the-art renewables and storage technologies [7] . However, the transition to such a world will not be easy because current storage technologies are not economically attractive yet in the absence of subsidies, as stated in e.g., [8] for the case of the Irish grid. This last study also showed that storage may even slightly reduce the environmental benefit of renewables if its implementation leads to a larger use of flexible mid-merit fossil-fuel power plants at the expense of inflexible base-load generators.
During the last few years, various technology options for electricity storage have attracted increasing attention. Among others, the potential of batteries, pumped hydro storage and compressed air storage has been assessed for large-scale storage. While pumped hydro storage and compressed air energy storage are better suited for electricity arbitrage (low storage costs), electro-chemical systems like batteries are better for ancillary services (short response time but high storage costs) [9] . Moreover, the importance of interseasonal electricity storage has been clearly evidenced in [10] for an energy system with 57% wind penetration, a level foreseen for Denmark by 2025. The main reason lies in the different demand versus generation variability profiles across months. Finally, the interest in long-term storage is already present in current electricity markets as evidenced in [11] for the case of a storage technology using hydrogen as energy carrier.
In the present work, we propose to study a storage technology that uses electricity to produce methanol, also called power-to-fuel. A simplified scheme of the storage process is described in Figure 1 , implying three main steps: CO 2 capture (from air or flue gas), hydrogen production by water electrolysis and methanol synthesis from hydrogen and CO 2 . Stored methanol can then be converted back to electricity (via fuel cell with internal steam reforming) or used as a fuel substitute for mobile applications thanks to its high octane rating. The main advantage of liquid fuels is their high energy density: 22.4 MJ/kg for methanol [12] compared to less than 1 MJ/kg for batteries or pumped hydro storage. In terms of volume, their energy density at standard ambient conditions is also much higher (17.8 MJ/L) than for gaseous energy carriers like hydrogen or methane (0.01 and 0.03 MJ/L respectively). This feature makes long-term storage of liquid fuels easy and their transportation very cheap. Although its specific energy density is lower than gasoline (22.4 compared to 44.4 MJ/kg), methanol is safer and its combustion is cleaner. Finally, if produced with the help of renewable energies and captured CO 2 , methanol may also be considered as a CO 2 -neutral energy carrier that could play a large role in decarbonisation of the transportation sector [13] . Currently, 40% of the methanol production is used for energy, but this market may well see a dramatic increase in the next decades according to Nobel laureate G. Olah who discussed the development of a "Methanol Economy" [14] . In the present work, we evaluate the potential of power-to-methanol as an energy storage technology in an electricity zone powered by 100% variable renewables.
II. MODEL BUILDING
A simplified model of a hypothetical electricity zone has been developed in Python 2.7. In this zone, we assume that the only primarily source for electricity generation is wind power. Some electricity can be stored in the form of methanol in order to be released at a later time-point. No market competitiveness is considered in the model, so it can be viewed as describing a state-controlled electricity zone without interaction with neighboring zones. In this section, we first discuss costs and performance assumptions for wind and power-to-methanol. Then, we present the model simulating a 100%-renewable electricity zone based on Belgian historical data.
A. Performance and cost parameters
The main parameters for the wind and the storage technologies are listed in Table 1 . Technical and cost data for wind and storage are projections for 2050, assuming further technology improvements and cost reductions to achieve the goal of 100% renewables. Wind data are retrieved from [16] . Regarding the power-to-fuel route, no cost estimation could be retrieved for the route including electrolysis, CO 2 capture and methanol synthesis. In order to estimate these data, several assumptions were necessary. First, we consider a reversible solid oxide cell that can operate in both electrolysis and fuel cell modes as discussed in [17] . Based on [18] , the efficiency of water electrolysis equals 76.8%. The efficiency of the conversion of CO 2 and H 2 into methanol may be estimated as 80% based on own modeling results and the efficiency of electricity generation in fuel cell mode equals about 60% [10, 18] . This leads to a round-trip efficiency of 37% given current available technologies. However, in the base case for 2050, we arbitrarily assume a round-trip efficiency of 50% considering further technology development and integration to reduce process losses. Energy losses related to CO 2 capture are included in the price of CO 2 as an operational cost.
The electrolyser cost for 2050 is estimated as 280 €/kW Capex + 25 €/kW/year fixed O&M, based on kW of electricity input [18] . Assuming a fuel synthesis cost of 1.5$/GJ [17] and a dollar to euro rate of 1.15 $/€, the capital cost of the methanol synthesis is calculated to 576 € per kW of storage at a methanol capacity of 246 t methanol/year for a typical 0.25 MW storage unit. Due to the methanol synthesis stoichiometry, the operating cost for CO 2 and water is respectively 5.8 10 -3 and 0.2 10 -3 € per kWh of methanol produced (we consider a feedstock cost of 26 €/ton CO 2 and 0.87 €/m³ water [17] ). Due to the model structure (electricity zone with only one, state-controlled actor), excess electricity due to any wind overcapacity is available at zero marginal cost for water electrolysis. Moreover, because of the relative ease of storing methanol at room temperature, we approximate as zero the cost of keeping energy stored over time. This cost is negligible in comparison to the cost of converting electricity into fuel (and back), which is one of the main assets of this storage technology. 
B. Model of an electricity zone with 100% renewables
In order to consider the variability of the supply and of the demand based on representative data from a real electricity zone, we use historical data provided by the Belgian transmission system operator ( [15] ) for a three-year period (from January 19, 2012 to January 18, 2015) . Two types of data are used, both with 15-minute resolution. First, instant load data represent the variability of the demand. The timeaverage load over the three-year period in our system equals 9.1 GW, varying from a minimum demand of 5.8 GW up to a maximum of 13.4 GW. Second, instantaneous time-varying wind generation and wind capacity data are used to infer the time-varying wind capacity factor for the same zone. No distinction is made between on-shore and off-shore wind. The resulting average capacity factor over the considered period is 29%, varying between a minimum capacity factor of 0.4% and a maximum of 96%.
Based on these data, we compare at each time point the actual historical demand in the zone with the total power that can be generated by (i) the hypothetical installed wind power and (ii) additional methanol-to-power capacities. Whenever the power generation from wind is larger than the demand, electricity is stored via the power-to-fuel route. Whenever the generation is lower than the demand, methanol is released from the storage tank and converted back to electricity to meet the gap between demand and wind generation. For times when wind generation exceeds not only demand but also the storage capacity (i.e. the maximum power consumption of storage units), excess generation is simply assumed curtailed without adverse effects on grid stability. However, no energy curtailment occurs in the model because of a full storage tank. Indeed, we assume that each power-to-fuel unit has an arbitrarily large tank available as a consequence of the low storage cost for methanol. The model is initialized with an amount of methanol in the storage tank large enough to overcome the start-up variability of weather conditions at the beginning of data measurement. The total size of the storage tank is determined so it never becomes empty over the threeyear period.
The average cost of electricity in the zone is calculated as the sum of levelized Capex (using lifetimes and interest rates from Table 1 ) and Opex of wind and storage over the threeyear period, divided by the amount of electricity that is served to meet the demand during this same period. Thus, this levelized cost does not vary with time and market competitiveness is not considered. If sold at that price, that would mean that the profit achieved by generating electricity in this state-controlled zone is zero. The electricity cost as defined in this study may hence be seen as a break-even price per kWh that only depends on the installed capacities of wind power and storage and on the parameter assumptions discussed previously. In the present work, no profit is considered for oxygen as a by-product of water electrolysis. We also do not consider any influence of transmission and distribution limitations and we neglect the cost of grid control units that measure wind generation and dispatch storage units.
Finally, the optimization model consists in minimizing the average cost of electricity while considering two constraints. First, the installed capacity of wind power and storage combined has to be large enough to ensure that demand is served at any time. Recall that "storage capacity" refers to the maximal power input (kW) of the power-to-fuel units, not to the size of the storage tank or "energy capacity", which is set arbitrarily large. This first constraint guarantees the reliability of the electricity zone (no blackouts due to supply shortage). In the model, this is expressed by setting to zero the maximal number of time-periods with a demand larger than the supply, this latest being a combination of wind generation and electricity released from storage. The second constraint of the system requires the amount of methanol stored at the end of the three-year period to be equal to the amount at the beginning. In other words, this second constraint ensures that the installed capacities exactly match the system requirements with no net consumption of methanol.
III. RESULTS
In this section, we first present the results of the base case model. Then, a sensitivity study evaluates the impact of the round-trip efficiency of the power-to-fuel route. Finally, the influence of the storage unit lifetime is assessed.
A. Base Case Model
Based on the data and assumptions described in the previous section, a unique solution can be found to the optimization problem, leading to installed wind and storage capacities of 44.6 GW and 13.5 GW respectively. The share of electricity that is directly served by wind equals 74.6% and the resulting electricity cost is 83.4 €/MWh. The curtailment rate of wind power is 13.3%. These results highlight that although overcapacity is necessary to achieve 100% demand coverage with wind and storage, it leads to an electricity cost that is less than twice the current average electricity price in the Belgian market (45.1 €/MWh over the same period, [19] ). Increasing the storage power capacity would decrease the curtailment rate, but at the expense of a higher average cost of electricity. In practice, this should however be considered if the excess methanol production can be valorized for other uses than electricity generation, which has been neglected in the present model. Figure 2 represents the evolution of the storage level with time in the base case configuration. As already discussed, the size of the storage tank is defined so there is no limitation on the amount of energy that can be stored and we assume that the amount stored at the beginning of the three-year period is high enough to remove the start-up variability. Large patterns appear in the storage level over time, evidencing months with higher energy availability like between day 220 and day 500 for instance, as well as months where energy is almost only released from the storage tank like between day 800 and day 1000. Note that the energy availability is related to the combination of wind availability and demand requirement. As a consequence, the relevance of a storage technology that is able to convert power into an energy carrier that is easy and cheap to store over long-term periods is evidenced. Indeed, it appears clearly that the storage level varies according patterns of about 200 days, corresponding to interseasonal fluctuations of about 6-7 months. If storage limitations and costs are negligible as discussed in the present work for the power-tofuel route, such a technology would thus accumulate energy during high energy availability seasons and release it during low availability seasons.
From Figure 2 , it also appears that the maximum level of energy stored over the three-year period equals about 10 TWh (accounted in terms of net electricity released from the storage tank). This may be compared to the size of the largest pumphydro storage unit in Belgium (Coo hydropower plant) which has an energy capacity of about 5.8 GWh [20] . It appears that the maximum storage level identified in our model based on historical Belgian data is one order of magnitude above this value. As a consequence, this result evidences that the need for energy storage would be far beyond the current available capacity if the transition to an electricity zone powered with 100% variable renewables should happen now. 
B. Sensitivity to round-trip efficiency
One of the main research fields for improving electrolysers is the development of high-efficiency devices to reduce the conversion losses at high current densities. In Figure 3 , we evaluate the impact of the round-trip efficiency of the powerto-fuel system. Note that the base case configuration used a value of 50% for the round-trip efficiency, while the current state-of-the art may be closer to 37% as discussed in Section II. As expected, the optimum configuration shifts towards less wind and more storage capacity when storage units become more efficient. The cost of electricity decreases at higher efficiencies. For instance, doubling the efficiency from 40% to 80% decreases the electricity cost by 22% from 90.7 €/MWh down to 71.0 €/MWh. This also strongly decreases the energy losses (curtailment rate from 14.3% down to 6.5%). However, the cost savings are due to lower capacity requirements for wind and storage rather than to the reduction of energy losses since we assumed that the marginal cost of excess wind electricity is zero. All in all, the storage round-trip efficiency appears as an important factor in determining the average price of electricity since each point of efficiency increase leads to a reduction of the electricity cost equivalent to about 0.6 €/MWh, varying from 1 €/MWh at low efficiencies to 0.3 €/MWh at high efficiencies.
C. Sensitivity to storage lifetime
Many unknowns still exist regarding the lifetime of solid oxide electrolysers. For instance, issues due to degradation within the cell at high current densities have been reported [17] and need to be addressed. We thus study the impact that the lifetime of a typical power-to-fuel unit may have on the electricity cost in Figure 4 (base case used 20 years). As expected, the share of wind in serving the demand slightly decreases when the lifetime of storage increases. This leads to a decrease of the system Capex. Indeed, the power-tofuel route becomes more profitable and replaces some of the wind capacity, similarly to what was observed at high roundtrip efficiencies. However, the cost reduction diminishes as the lifetime keeps on increasing. Increasing the lifetime from 15 to 30 years only decreases the cost of electricity by 5% from 85.6 to 81.4 €/MWh. In comparison, improving the lifetime from 5 to 10 years decreases the cost by 14% (104.9 to 90.0 €/MWh). This diminishing impact may be related to the gradually lower influence of the lifetime increase on the Capex amortization.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the present work, we evaluate the potential of a powerto-fuel storage technology in a state-controlled electricity zone where power is generated by variable renewables and energy release from storage only. The storage technology we consider combines CO 2 capture, water electrolysis and methanol synthesis to produce a CO 2 -neutral liquid fuel that is, as a high-density energy carrier, very cheap to store, even on a long-term basis. Another advantage (not evaluated in the present work) is the flexibility of use offered by liquid fuels, as they can be used either to generate electricity or as fuel substitute for mobile applications, with the potential to contribute to decarbonize the electricity and transportation sectors
The costs of such a storage technology are evaluated based on literature data and included into the electricity zone model. This model takes into account the demand and wind supply variabilities based on historical data from the Belgian transmission system operator covering a period of three years. We find that electricity can be produced in this zone with 100% renewables at a cost that is about twice the current average electricity price on the Belgian day-ahead market. Moreover, seasonal patterns of approximately six-month length clearly appear in the level evolution of the storage tank, showing the relevance of a power-to-fuel technology with negligible long-term storage costs. Two important parameters of the storage technology, i.e. the round-trip efficiency and the lifetime are varied and their impacts on the cost of electricity are quantified. Cost savings achieved at higher round-trip efficiencies stem from lower capital costs (per energy output) due to improved system configuration. Increasing the storage unit lifetime also reduces the electricity cost but this effect strongly diminishes as the lifetime increases above 15 years.
In future work, further cost reductions may be achieved by considering a higher capacity factor for on-shore wind. An average value of 45% is foreseen by 2050 according to [16] . This is much higher than the average capacity factor of 29% obtained from historical data in the present model. The valorization of excess methanol as a fuel substitute may also be considered, thus further improving the profitability of the power-to-fuel storage. Thus, the electricity costs discussed in the present work may be seen as upper bounds for the cost of electricity in 2050. Further work may evaluate the impact of costs assumptions (Capex, Opex, interest rate, etc.) on the system optimum, as well as they may study the cost of system reliability by relaxing the constraint of 100% demand coverage. The influence of market competitiveness in the electricity zone may also be studied, leading to a variable electricity price at each time period. Other renewables like solar and hydro power may then be included into the model. This will lead to a configuration closer to the reality with lower supply variability (and thus a smaller need for storage) thanks to the different generation time profiles of these variable renewables.
